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(IF + present simple, present simple)

1. Choose the beginnings of the sentences and match them with their endings.
Začetke stavkov vpišite na ustrezno mesto, da dobite celoten zero conditional stavek.
Example: If it rains, the grass is wet.

If you heat ice,
You get a hangover
If I go to Italy,
If John gets hungry,
Sarah gets scolded by her teacher,
If I eat chocolate,
We become stupid
If people get addicted to coffee,
1. ____________________________________________________ I always buy fresh pasta.
2. ____________________________________________________ if we watch too much TV.
3. ______________________________________________________ if she is late for school.
4. __________________________________________________________ it becomes water.
5. ______________________________________________________________ I feel happy.
6. ______________________________________________________ if you drink too much.
7. _______________________________________________________ he empties his fridge.
8. ___________________________________________________ they can't stop drinking it.
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2. Choose the endings of the sentences and match them with their beginnings.
Konce stavkov vpišite na ustrezno mesto, da dobite celoten zero conditional stavek.
Example: If it rains, the sun doesn't shine.

if you don't water them.
I usually get sick too.
you get green.
you don't know a lot of things.
if she drinks a glass of water.
if you fall from a cliff.
if I am late for dinner.
you don't need a passport.

1. If you fly to London, _________________________________________________________
2. You don't survive ___________________________________________________________
3. If my wife catches a cold, ____________________________________________________
4. Barbara doesn't feel thirsty ___________________________________________________
5. If you don't study, __________________________________________________________
6. Plants die _________________________________________________________________
7. If you mix yellow and blue, ___________________________________________________
8. My husband isn't too happy __________________________________________________
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3. Make zero conditional sentences. Stavke zapišite v zero conditional načinu.
Example: (if/you/tease/a dog/bite) If you tease a dog, it bites.
1. If ________________________________________________________________________
(on time/a bus/be/not be/for/late/school/students)
2. George ___________________________________________________________________
(an aspirin/take/a headache/have/he/if)
3. If ________________________________________________________________________
(a book/Mary/read/horizons/she/broaden/her)
4. My sister _________________________________________________________________
(wake/for/her/up/be/always/school/late/if/not/I)
5. If ________________________________________________________________________
(lost/directions/ask/get/I/I/usually/for)

4. Find the mistakes and write zero conditional sentences.
Najdite napake in zapišite stavke v zero conditional načinu.
Example: If I drinks tea, I not sleep. If I drink tea, I don't sleep.
1. If John do his homework, he learned a lot of things.
___________________________________________________________________________
2. Ben stayed in the shade if it was too hot.
___________________________________________________________________________
3. Stacy gos skiing if it snowed.
___________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY
EXERCISE 1:
1. If I go to Italy, I always buy fresh pasta.; 2. We become stupid If we watch too much TV.;
3. Sarah gets scolded by her teacher, if she is late for school.; 4. If you heat ice, it becomes
water.; 5. If I eat chocolate, I feel happy.; 6. You get a hangover if you drink too much.;7. If
John gets hungry, he empties his fridge.; 8. If people get addicted to coffee, they can't stop
drinking it.
EXERCISE 2:
1. If you fly to London, you don't need a passport. ; 2. You don't survive if you fall from a
cliff.; 3. If my wife catches a cold, I usually get sick too.; 4. Barbara doesn't feel thirsty if she
drinks a glass of water.; 5. If you don't study, you don't know a lot of things.; 6. Plants die if
you don't water them.; 7. If you mix yellow and blue, you get green.; 8. My husband isn't too
happy if I am late for dinner.
EXERCISE 3:
1. If a bus is on time, students aren't late for school.
2. George takes an aspirin if he has a headache.
3. If Mary reads a book, she broadens her horizons.
4. My sister is always late for school if I don't wake her up.
5. If I get lost, I usually ask for directions.
EXERCISE 4:
1. If John does his homework, he learns a lot of things.
2. Ben stays in the shade if it is too hot.
3. Stacy goes skiing if it snows.
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